Common Delusional Perspectives by Gary Bate
1. Countries are sovereign and independent and they make their own policies
2. History is an accurate account of what actually happened
3. Jesus Christ is your Saviour
4. Donald Trump is your Saviour
5. Governments tell the truth
6. The pharmacuetical industry is motivated to improve your health
7. Schools are educational establishments
8. The enemy of the West is the East and vice versa
9. Weather warfare doesn't exist
10. When you die you're going to be reunited with your loved ones
11. Tech will improve your life
12. Aliens are not present on this planet
13. You are free to live how you want to
14. Vaccines will boost your immunity and thus you'll probably live longer
15. Real democracy exists
16. Religion has a divine purpose
17. You're only Human
18. You have to do what you're told to do by those who have assumed authority over you
19. You are lesser or inferior to some other people
20. You are more or superior to some other people
21. You have authority of over some people
22. Your government works for you
23. There is no connection between your mind and your body
24. You are what you eat
25. The elite are working towards an order that benefits you
26. Your savings and pensions are secure
27. You think your thoughts don't matter
28. You are invincible
29. The elite care about climate change
30. An intimate relationship can make you whole
31. Mainstream news reports the true facts about events
32. You don't need to do anything because everything will work out just fine
33. Social acceptance and approval is important
34. Jesus (Yeshua) is going to return
35. The Devil exists, aside from devilish behaviour and worship.
36. You can trust in the direction the globalists are leading us
37. Mandatory vaccination is a natural evolution for naturally occuring viruses
38. You are not equal to every other entity
39. The steered collective stupor is superior to your free will to choose
40. Hard work gives you a better chance of becoming wealthy
41. Things will go back to normal
42. Teachers, doctors, scientists, priests, politicians, royalty and gurus are always correct
43. Bin Laden or Saudi Arabia was behind 9/11
44. You won't have to choose between God (free will) and the Mark of the Beast
45. We're not in a war between nature (God) and technology
46. We're not in a war between natural immunity and vaccines
47. We're not in a war between the vaccinated and the unvaccinated
48. The global elite are not lying to us
49. Your soul and your conscience is not more important than your body and its emotions
50. You are so conscious that you can't be hookwinked
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